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  A platform featuring women and their voice. 
Documentary featuring entrepreneurial women (2019/2020) & Monthly Spotlights
⇩
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            Poster made by one of the featured entrepreneurs ‘Élana Camille’.


          
        
      
        
      

    

  


  








  A short documentary featuring various entrepreneurial women and the story behind their businesses. Through sharing their experiences, they aim to inspire and encourage other people to pursue their entrepreneurial dreams. For more information, read this post on byAmyGrace.com.
2019 FIN ATLANTIC INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 
We were so thrilled to announce that our short documentary ‘Her Business Our Story Your Calling’ has been accepted into ‘FIN’ the ‘Atlantic International Film Festival. in 2019.
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    About Us
  






  When you are greeted by Amy and Claire either at a networking event or in the Brilliansea studio, you are bound to be engulfed in their enthusiasm for women and creativity. They create a space that is welcoming and comfortable for those in their presence to express themselves authentically either in conversation or in front of the camera. Amy and Claire are always seeking out new ways to engage the creative community both locally and beyond.
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  Claire Fraser
Content Creator & Technician
Focused mediums: Videography/Photography, Directing, Post Production, Social Engagement Claire primarily focuses on the technical side of Brilliansea. She takes pride in expressing her creativity through the shooting and editing components of the Brilliansea content, with a keen eye for high production quality.
Claire Fraser Photography →
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  Amy Grace
Content Creator & Producer
Focused on mediums: Writing, Production, Performance & Social Influencing
Amy handles the administrative side of Brilliansea by scheduling posts, shoots and connecting with the community through our social media platforms. She takes pride in writing content and creating a consistently safe space for the stories of women.
More about Amy →




























 


























  
    “In the summer of 2018 we, Amy Grace & Claire Fraser, had our first meeting together at Two if By Sea Café in Dartmouth, NS and found ourselves envisioning a collaboration that would bring each of our passion projects under one umbrella. It was that day that Brilliansea the platform (a sea of brilliance) was born.  Since its birth, we have carefully and tenderly nurtured the concept and brought it into action for its release in January 2019.  

As a platform, Brilliansea commits to doing monthly spotlights, working on a documentary featuring entrepreneurial women (2019/2020), and sharing content from creative and impactful women.  
The journey has just begun & we invite you to help us spread this exciting new platform by giving us a like, share, and follow on our Instagram @brilliansea !”
  

  — Amy & Claire





Claire Fraser and Amy Grace are the founders of a new platform @brilliansea, where they are shining a light on young female entrepreneurs. The energetic duo started with the serendipitous way in which their business relationship and vision came together.
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